The month of September started with the visit of
Japanese Embassy representatives to Changunarayan
where the learning centre of women and children has
suffered major damages in earthquake. Therefore,
regarding the support for renovation of the learning
centre, ICA Nepal received a positive response from
the side of Japanese embassy representatives. ICA
Nepal team along with Japanese Embassy
representatives visited the learning centre and
attended a small welcome program conducted by the
women group of Chinna-masta Saving and Cooperatives, who are currently looking after the
learning centre.
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Then, on the 6th and 7th September, ICA Nepal
organized a two –day Social Artistry Leadership
training for the community development
organizations who are working on the sector of
disabilities. The organizations were: Creative Little
Women Group, National Integrated Blind
Development Association (NIBDA), Entire Power
on Social Action (EPSA) and Disabled Service
Centre (DSC). There were total 25 participants
including some members from ICA Nepal
itself. These organizations are also connected with
ICA Nepal through NGO support programs. The
key facilitators of the training were Mr. Aatma Ram Timsina, Mr Amba Datta Bhatta and some
parts of training were conducted by Ms. Pramila KC and Dr Tatwa Pd Timsina himself. The
training was very successful as it helped the participants to focus on their vision and organization
growth and helped them learn inner skills to accomplish the visions
Training participants along with ICA Team

The training was supported by Jean Houston Foundation and as a part of their support the
participant organizations were provided micro grant support as token amount. The amount was
provided with the purpose of accomplishing their current goal and taking the first step towards
their vision. You can check out a short video clip of
training
at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ij9c1obnuMs
Similarly, from 9th to 11th September, the training of
Social Artistry leadership was organized to Shree
Janmabhumi Agriculturalo-operatives Pvt. Ltd at
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Manakamana-8, Archale, Nuwakot district. This co-operative is being run by women group in
the village. The key facilitator Mr. Aatma Ram Timsina and Mr Sharada Dhital conducted the
training among 40 women and 18 male participants. Nuwakot is one of the worst hit districts in
the major earthquake. With the support of Jean Houston Foundation, the women group was
provided with the micro grant support as a token amount which they would be using for the
earthquake rehabilitation of members of cooperatives.
Meanwhile, the house construction project for
Disabled Service Centre at Goldhunga is going at
full speed. The project is being supported by ICA
Australia along with other various donors. The
exterior of house is completed whereas the interior
part and furnishing is undergoing. It will now take
no more than a week before the house is ready and
the members of organization would be shifting
soon afterwards.

